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Thrustmaster T300 RS GT Edition Black USB Steering wheel +
Pedals PC, PlayStation 4

Brand : Thrustmaster Product code: 4168057

Product name : T300 RS GT Edition

- Realistic: 11” / 28 cm diameter racing wheel featuring a brushed metal central spokes
- Reinforced rubber texture on the wheel’s entire circumference
- Weighs more than 2.6 lbs / 1.2 kg, for ultra-realistic inertia and Force Feedback
- 2 large fixed paddle shifters on the racing wheel
- 5” / 13 cm high paddle shifters - 100% metal
- Tact switch with life cycle exceeding 10,000,000 activations
- Comprehensive driving gear - 13 action buttons (including 2 on base) + 1 D-Pad
- Detachable racing wheel featuring the Thrustmaster Quick Release system
- Switch racing wheels easily
280 mm diameter racing wheel, 2 paddle shifters, 13 action buttons, D-Pad
Thrustmaster T300 RS GT Edition. Device type: Steering wheel + Pedals, Gaming platforms supported:
PC, PlayStation 4, Gaming control function buttons: D-pad. Connectivity technology: Wired, Device
interface: USB. Product colour: Black. Power source: Cable. Weight: 10.2 kg
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